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About This Game

Overview

Combat Racers is a fast-paced, local multiplayer car combat game for up to four players. You drive your own customized car,
trying to outmaneuver and outgun your opponents. Quick reactions are essential as one wrong move can be the difference

between winning and becoming a smoking wreck.

Choose the best loadout for your playstyle. Experiment with different combinations to blow your friends up! Get up close and
personal with shotguns, make one-shot kills with a railgun or trick your enemies into chasing you and char them with the

backburner!

Key Features

Fast-paced top-down local multiplayer action

Multiple game modes with customizable options 

Front, side and rear weapons on each car 

Over 2000 different loadouts 
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Full controller support

We strongly recommend using a controller to play Combat Racers.
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Title: Combat Racers
Genre: Action, Indie, Racing
Developer:
The Major Game Company
Publisher:
The Major Game Company
Release Date: 16 Apr, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Processor: Intel core i-3 or equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: DX11 Dedicated GPU - 512MB VRAM

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 600 MB available space

English
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IM SO CONFUSED I DON'T KNOW WHERE TO ACCSES IT I FEEL AS IF IVE BEEN SCAMED. Too short, but overall is
good especially the audio.. Been waiting for this .. Go Cinncinati Reds!. BMW and Genesis are nice alternatives to the vanilla
counterparts, Cadillac is extremely fun but will get you last place unless you really know what you're doing, GT-R as useless as
ever.
5.5\/8.5 do it for the caddie. Trying to cut it short:

From a technical standpoint this game is a blast. Graphics, sounds, animations... the world... so many things are great. But the
story is uutter nonsense. The general idea is great, but I have no idea hwo the producers thought that it is a good idea to juust
randomly takeyou out of control. Even at the very end (Spoiler alert): why on earth would the game not allow you to fight your
way to Joseph and then decide about what to do? You reallly just get into an endless monologue once you approach the
destination... seriously?
Far Cry 4 shows perfectly how it works... and here it is just plain stupid.
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Short but very interesting game.. Honestly compared to the first 3 games, this one just felt kind of lacking, like the guy had
some kind of deadline he had to meet and whatever he didn't finish he left for the next game.. Red Five will be proud.
Recommended to buy if you looking for a good air combat/dog fight simulator. I enjoy it 10 years ago, I still enjoy it now.
You think you got what it takes to beat Luke Skywalker high score? Then try this game.. Buggy piece of software with a very
unintuitive user-interface with some super old documentation to boot.

One of the guides was three years old now with one of the comments from three months ago asking if a bug with the skins
feature was being fixed. The dev said to look forward to Spriter Pro 2 and to not expect for a fix in this version (though it said it
should be free if you own Spriter Pro). The skins were really the only reason I got this in the first place, yet it's an unfinished
experimental feature. I haven't seen any info on Spriter 2 either.

Making prefabs of skinned sprites or in fact making prefabs in general seems to not exist in this at all as well. Performing
simple actions like joining bones, copying bones, copying sprites, copying keyframes, selecting keyframes, managing sprite
hierarchy, etc. are also very cumbersome to do. Working with the animation timeline especially is very tedious.

I really think it doesn't do anything well. I wish I had known to just get Spine instead.. Fast, fun, & highly addictive. Definitely
worth picking up.. dads a god agme
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